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What’s up? or “What’s happening?” are usual 

Interacting Socializer opening lines. They are 
sometimes so animated that their gestures can 

be transmitted via the phone lines. How? By their varied, 
emotional vocal inflections/intonations and their colorful 
choice of words that may tend toward exaggeration. 
“Really? That’s fantastic!” or, “You have to be kidding 
me!” The telephone can be a favorite toy that enables them 
to both prolong conversations and recharge themselves, 
especially when no one else is physically around. “I 
just called because I’m bored.” You may also detect 
background noise when you speak to individuals of this 
type. They sometimes put on the TV or radio just for the 
sound, visual stimulation, and activity.

On the phone, Interacting Socializers speak rapidly and 
emotively. “I feel that if we go through with this plan, the 
community will resent us as anti-environmentalists,” or, “I 
feel that I’ve contributed enough to this organization over 
the years to allow me to talk about this.” Other styles may 
more naturally use thinking words, instead.

Say It With Feeling
Typically, you’ll notice a wide range of vocal inflection 

and intonation and a tendency to want to know your reaction. 
“Do you feel that way, too?” They liven up conversations 
with personal anecdotes and may keep you on the phone 
longer than you had anticipated. If you need to extricate 
yourself from an extended monologue, try something like, 
“Well, Don, it’s been great talking with you. I’m really 
looking forward to our appointment on Monday!” If you 
say it with feeling, the Interacting Socializer may already 
eagerly anticipate your meeting.

Dr. Tony Alessandra has authored numerous books, 
recorded over 50 audio and video programs, and delivered 
over 2,000 keynote speeches since 1976. If you would like 
more information about Dr. Alessandra’s books, audio 
tapesets and video programs, or about Dr. Alessandra as a 
keynote speaker, visit his website at www.alessandra.com.

   
 How Will You Know 

a 
Socializer by Phone?  


